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Dear Friends,
Well we have done it again, another boo-boo - in fact two of
them. Two names of our New Releases in last year's Catalogue were rejected
by the Registrar and so the names have been changed and registered as ...
MITHRA is now GRAFITTI
BIMBA is now FORTE
Sorry about that!
Several varieties are not listed in this year's catalogue. Most are
down in numbers and we have to rebuild our stocks.
A few have been
withdrawn for ever.
Jackson's Daffodils had success on the show benches winning seven
divisional champions in Hobart and six in Launceston. (Premier blooms to the
Kiwis).
This year we all travelled to Canberra to compete in the
inaugural "Australian open daffodil championship", which we were thrilled to
win.
We also won the other class we entered "The A.C.T. Daffodil
Championship (Open).
Champion bloom was our double which is still under
number, 14/79 was Champion ly-y.
Congratulations and thanks Tony and Daphne Davis and the
hard-working members of the Canberra Horticultural Society who organised,
You have made the
staged and ran such a successful "Convention" and show.
start and now it is up to all of us daffodil lovers Australia wide to carry it
on.
Tasmania's turn is Tasvention 88.
Start planning now if you
haven't already started.
It's not only a world convention with lots of
knowledgeable and friendly overseas visitors attending and sharing their
knowledge with us but also the formation of a truly Australia-wide Daffodil
Association. Come on you competitors from Canberra and New Zealand - this
time it will be our turn to be too busy making sure you are o.k. and enjoying
yourselves for us Tassies to concentrate on our flowers.
1986 has been a normal year with few problems and many joys.
We are looking forward to next year and hope you all have a happy 1987.

DAVID and ROBIN
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POSTAGES RATES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
TAS. - up to 2 kg $3.05; 2 kg up to 5 kg $3.35; 5 kg up to 10 kg $3.95
VIC. up to 2 kg $3.90; 2 kg up to 5 kg $4.60; 5 kg up to 10 kg $6.00
N.S.W. & S.A. - up to 2 kg $5.70; 2 kg to 5 kg $8.20; 5 kg to 10 kg $13.20
W.A.
up to 2 kg $6.70; 2 kg to 5 kg $10.20; 5 kg to 10 kg $17.20
AIR MAIL
Zone 1
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5
e.g. N.Z.
e.g. Japan
e.g. U.S.A. e.g. U.K.
Europe
$

$

$

Parcels
Up to 1 kg
over 1 kg up to 2 kg
over 2 kg up to 3 kg

7.95
11.70
15.45

12.10

over 3 kg up to 4 kg
over 4 kg up to 5 kg
each additional kg

19.20
22.95
3.75

$

16.65

20.00
27.90

14.40
24.60
34.80

35.80
43.70
7.90

45.00
55.20
10.20

54.00
66.45
12.45

29.10
41.55

SURFACE AIR LIFTED (SAL)
SAL mail is air lifted from Australia to all the countries concerned. It travels
by surface within Australia and within the country of delivery.
To Canada (Zone 4), and New Zealand (1) max. mass 10 kg).
To Yugoslavia (5) (max. mass 15 kg).
To German Federal Republic (5), Greece (5), Hawaii (3), Italy (5),
the Netherlands (5), U.K. (5), and U.S.A. (4) (max. mass 20 kg).
Charge per article
Mass
up to 250 g
over 250 g up to 500 g
over 500 g up to 1 kg
over 1 kg up to 2 kg
Each additional kg

Zone 1

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

$

$

$

$

1.50
2.95
5.85
7.95
1.80

2.45
4.80
7.65
11.15
3.40

3.35
6.60
9.60
14.95
5.30

PERSONAL CHEQUES, MONEY ORDERS

AND BANK DRAFT ACCEPTED
PLEASE NOTE: 10 Bulbs weigh approximately 1 kg.
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3.60
7.10
10.35
16.45
6.05

NEW RELEASES 1987
HAZARD - 1 (25/78) Ristin x Warbin.
A golden trumpet with the back
shovel shaped petals touching. The trumpet is darker, slightly
ly-y
tapered with a small frill.
The stem is tall. Champion Hobart
1980.
...
$15.00
HITCH-HIKER - 1 (25/79) Ristin x Otewa.
A good even smooth flower of
ly-y
deep golden yellow. The petals are shovel shaped and have great
substance. The trumpet is slightly tapered and has a small frill.
Stands very well on a tall strong stem. Champion Hobart 1986
...
$20.00
DABSTER - 1 (36/78 73/69 x Lod. A very even smooth flower that stands
well on a tall strong stem. The petals are shovel shaped of good
lw-y
substance and not stained at the cut off to the bright trumpet. A
very pleasing flower because of the pure white perianth and clear
yellow trumpet. Been in many winning teams.
Premier lw-y Spring World 1984.
$35.00
...
BUNDY - 2-3 (80/78) Verran x 74/70.
A border line trumpet.
Grand
lw-p
Champion Bloom at Hobart on its first year flowering. The petals
are shovel shaped, the back petals touching and the front almost
touching. The cup is bright coloured straight with a frilled roll,
stands well on a tall strong stem. Champion Hobart 1978 & 1981.
...
$20.00
NEXUS - 2-3 (78/78) Dear Me x 110/70 • - a Verran seedling. This flower has
2 w-p
a deep pink corona with a slight roll. Stands well on a good stem
and the petals are nicely shovel shaped.
...
.... $17.50
SHY LADY - 3 (190/75) Verran x Irridescent. On opening it is 2w-yyp but
2w-wwp
soon fades to 2w-wwp. The petals are beautifully shovel shaped
which touch at the back and almost in the front.
The cup is
tapered with a narrow rim of pink and has a green eye.
$15.00
SHAMAN - 2-3 (239/79) Rhapsody x 159/70.
A strong flower with broad
2w-w
shovel shaped petals, with the back petals overlapping. The flower
is posed well on a strong stem, it is even smooth consistent and
has good substance. The cup is straight with a frilled flange.
Champion Launceston 1986.
$20.00
...
HUON LASS - 2-3 (216/78 64/70 x 66/70). A large full attractive double that
4w-p
is carried well on a strong thick stem. Sometimes has pollen. The
flower is strongly and pleasantly scented. The petaloids are a deep
pastel pink. Was in our winning team A.C.T. Daffodil Championship
Canberra 1986, Champion Hobart 1985 and 1986.
...
$55.00
YUM-YUM - (232/77) Josiana x Sea Dream. A tall striking flower with almost
3w-wwy
perfectly round glistening white perianth with every petal touching
or overlapping. The short frilled cup has a narrow cream rim. It
is a consistently good flower. Champion Launceston 1986.
$18.00
AZZURO - (233/78) Brett x 195/67. The very rounded slightly cupped perianth
is of golden yellow with the back petals touching and the front
3y-R
The small goblet shaped cup is deep
petals almost touching.
This would be a very expensive variety but for its
orange-red.
$13.50
...
need to be shaded.
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YELLOW TRUMPETS
AKKAD - 2. (37/67). Bred from the cross Tulenda x Chillion. Very large
perianth of shovel shaped petals with the minors greatly overlapping .
Quality, colour and substance are good. The gold trumpet is slightly
darker than the perianth and is nicely proportioned. It is serrated at
the rim which has an attractive roll. The flower is carried on a
strong stem with a short stiff neck giving it good presentation.
Tas. Cup 1974, Grand Champion Hobart 1971, Bulman Cup 1974 $8.00
ALWON - 2 (45/73). Otewa x 4/64. A golden yellow flower of good substance
that is very consistent. The perianth is the same length as the
flared and frilled trumpet. Stands well on a strong stem.
$8.00
BARADOC - 1.(17/71). An early trumpet of outstanding smoothness in its well
proportioned overlapping perianth. A truly golden yellow in colour
with an attractive serrated trumpet. Exceptionally good carriage
with stems 18 inches long. A very consistent flower, every bloom a
... $12.00
show bloom with commanding appearance
BARFLY - 3. (97/64). Otewa a Comal. A slightly smaller mid season trumpet
that is consistent. The perianth is flat and smmoth and forms two
triangles. The trumpet is straight with a slightly frilled edge. It
stands extremely well and is a uniform colour.
Champion Canberra 1977. 1983 ...
... $10.00
BEGA - 2. (96/76). Otewa z Ristin. A definite trumpet with a rounded
perianth with both sets of petals almost touching. The trumpet is
almost straight with a slight roll and frill; it is in proportion to the
... $12.00
rest of the flower. Stands well.
Good golden yellow flower with
Otewa a Ristin.
BOZLEY - 1. (14/73).
excellent carriage. Wide major petals and nicely fluted trumpet of
good proportion. Bold appearance and consistent blooms. ... $12.00
HERMIA - 2 (20/61). Warbin 35/65 (65/57) a Haka. An outstanding all yellow
trumpet of good colour, form, smoothness and quality. It is a good
golden yellow, the trumpet perhaps slightly a deeper colour than the
perianth. It has a short neck, the flower carried at right angles to
$8.00
the perianth. The trumpet is nicely serrated and rolled. ...
JEDDA - 3. (67/73). Ristin a Otewa. A smooth golden flower of very good
Rather like its parent Ristin but the minor petals are
carriage.
broader at the base. It is a very consistent flower, with very flat
perianth and lovely serrated rim to the trumpet. A mid season
$6.00
variety useful for the show bench. Champion Orange 81 ...
MACCA - 169/71. Pedigree unknown. This is a borderline trumpet but is very
useful as it flowers after most yellow trumpets are finished. It is a
lovely golden yellow, the perianth is of good quality, smooth and
The trumpet is slightly rolled and nicely serrated.
shovel shaped.
$8.00
Very consistent with good carriage.
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MADRUGA - - 1 (22/71). Ristin x 128/65. This early flowering trumpet has
all the good qualities of its parent Ristin, but has more substance in
its perianth which is smooth and shovel shaped. The whole flower is
a rich golden yellow, the trumpet perhaps slightly deeper in colour
than the perianth and is nicely ruffled at the rim. It has very good
carriage and all blooms are show blooms.
Aus. Cup Hobart 1976
$8.00
PRADO - 2 (35/72). 128/65 x Riston. A nice bright yellow trumpet with broad
shovel shaped major petals that touch at the back of the flower.
The minor petals are not quite as broad. The trumpet is nicely rolled
with a green eye. It has good carriage, smoothness and texture, but
is inclined to hood.Champion Canberra 1981 ...
$6.00
RICOM - 2 (25/73). Comal x Ristin. A very smooth even yellow trumpet. The
major petals meet and the minor almost meet. All are smooth and
broad. The trumpet is just a slightly deeper yellow, well formed with
a serrated edge. A well balanced bloom with good carriage.... $10.00
TIERCEL - 3 (64/73). Pedigree unknown. A very consistent flower of golden
yellow in both perianth and trumpet. The perianth is very smooth
with shovel shapd minor petals. The cup is neatly serrated at the rim
and is well balanced to the perianth. It has excellent stance and is
slightly smaller than most of our trumpets but deserves a place as it
flowers later than most yellow trumpets.
$6.00
A well defined early rich golden
WARCOM - 1 (24/72). Comal x Warbin.
trumpet. The perianth has excelent texture and quality with very
smooth shovel shaped petals. The trumpet is well proportioned with a
slightly flanged serrated rim with a green eye.
The flower has
excellent carriage. ...
$8.00
BI-COLOUR TRUMPETS
(White Perianth Yellow Trumpets)
BEWDY - 2.3. (179/78) Cyros x Helsal. A very consistent show flower that
has been in our show teams for several years. Very good substance,
texture and colour.
The perianth is smooth and flat, with wide
shovel shaped petals. The trumpet is narrow, slightly flared and
frilled of golden colour with a good cup-off not staining the perianth
... $25.00
HANG-FIVE - 2. (130/77). Nala x Daric. A very deep yellow corona that is
so colourful it can be excused for just runnng into the perianth. The
perianth has shovel shaped petals that flatten well but are perhaps a
little small for the bold flanged trumpet. Hangs it head on first
opening but soon lifts it to have a good stance. A much better
flower than my description suggests.
$6.00
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WHITE TRUMPETS
CRUSTA - 2. (54/73). Mercedes x Saroya. A largish bloom that flowers early
for a white trumpet. Has broad hovel shaped inner and outer petals
of good substance.
The cup easily measures trumpet, is slightly
flanged and frilled ...
... $10.00
KINDEE - 3. (209/71). Karel a Kareela. A Chrystalline flower which is white
on opening. The perianth has very wide minor petals of very strong
substance.
The attractive trumpet is nicely serrated with a green
eye. Strong grower, good carriage with flower at right angles to the
$10.00
short neck and very consistent
Also available TRANQUIL

$3.00

PINK TRUMPETS
(White perianth, pink trumpet)
COUTH - 2.3. (75/78). Dear Me x 110/70 a Verran seedling. A hard flower to
1w-p
classify as some measure division 2 but the majority are a borderline
trumpet with both perianth and corona of equal length. The trumpet
is slightly tapered with a roll. The stem is tall for a pink. The
flower hangs its head slightly but can be corrected for staging
... $15.00
LARGE CUPS
(All Yellow)
ABONA - 3. (50/71). Goldscript a Berrima. The smooth perianth is a golden
The cup is a
yellow of good substance and shovel shaped petals.
deep golden yellow slightly deeper in colour than the perianth. It is
a strong grower with excellent posture. Very consistent, every bloom
a show bloom.
$6.00
AMANDA - 1. (18/70). Bred from Warbin on to seedling 4/61. The golden cup
and perianth of the same colour has a richer colour than Warbin.
The spade shaped minor petals are of good substance. Flower has good
stature and tall stem. One of the earliest in the garden.
$6.00
Aus. Cup 1975
GLIDER - 3. (42/72). Ristin a 128/65. A rich deeper yellow flower of good
the minor petals not quite as rounded
substance and smoothness
as the major. The trumpet is well balanced, slightly flanged and the
$8.00
same shade as the perianth. It has excellent carriage.
GOOLA - 3. (56/70). 101/65 a 216/65. Very like Camelot in form but a much
deeper golden yellow and much soother substance. Very rigorous
$4.00
grower.
A golden yellow perianth of
HONDOMAN - 1. (9/72). Ristin x 128/65.
triangular shape, smooth and of good substance. The cup is a slightly
deeper colour and flared at the rim. Good stance on a thick strong
... $10.00
stem
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HYTHE - 3. (180/67). Bred from Lyetta onto a seedling 28/56. This is a large
golden yellow flower that just falls short of trumpet measurements.
The perianth is flat and of good colour and substance. The well
balanced large cup is slightly serrated and flanged at the mouth.
The stem is verystrong and tall and the flower is carried on a short
...
$4.00
stiff neck. Bulman Cup Launceston 1972
PROSKA - 3. (88/70). Goldscript x Vixi. This flower has a very smooth flat
perianth, a pleasing shade of yellow, but paler than the nicely
Beautiful substance in the perianth. It has a short,
serrated cup.
stiff neck and bold appearance. Good doer and every bloom good.
Reserve Champion Orange 1979. Best bloom Spring World '84... $10.00
SCIPIO - 3. (137/73). Camelot x Manuella. A good addition to its class which
is smooth even and consistent. The minor petals are smaller than
the major and the plain cup is slightly darker than the perianth. It
stands well on a strong stem with every bloom identical. ... $10.00
VIXI - 3. Galaxy x Hymis. Deep yellow flower carried on a stall stem. Good
shape and substance. Grand Champion Hobart, Claremont and
Launceston 1964. Launceston and Bagdad Cups 1966. Champion 2A
Launceston 1967. Australian and Bulman Cups 1969, Launceston 1973.
$4.00
LARGE CUPS
(Yellow perianth, red cups)
ADIOS - 2. (101/72). 65/66 x Dimity. A large attractive flower with broad
deep yellow petals with a faint flush of red in them. The smallish
cup is a bright orange red, slightly lighter in colour at the throat.
The cup is at right angles to the perianth, but will burn in strong
direct sunlight. Very good stance and a good addition to its class.
Class 2Y-RRR.
... $10.00
COLORFUL 2.3. (176/71). Dimity Seedling x Bilboa.
A very distinctive
red yellow. Perianth is a deep golden yellow, flat, smooth and very
nicely rounded and of good substance. Cup is solid red throughout,
rather flat and slightly serrated at rim. A very well balanced flower
with good carriage. Very, very consistent and seldom nicks. One of
our best recommended. Class 2Y-RRR. Premier Nth Island N.Z. 1982
... $15.00
COWBOY - 3. (128/75. Coope x Craze.
An attractive flower with broad
overlapping major petals of good substance and colour.
The short
cup is slightly flared and an attractive bright orange right to its base
without running into the perianth.
Stands well on a long stem.
Champ. Launceston '79 and in our Australasian Open Team Spring
World '84. 2Y-0. ...
... $20.00
DYNAMIC - 3. (205/71). Bilboa x 215/65. (Dimity x 118/57). Smooth deep
yellow perianth with lovely rounded broad smooth petals.
Cup is
golden yellow for more than2/3 of its length, then has a lovely
serrated rim of brilliat red. A flattish cup. A most attractive and
well balanced red not predominant flower. Consistent, seldom nicks.
Class 2Y-YYR.
$8.00
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JUEL - 2. (72/69). Bred from Tanais x 18/60, which was aMars x Ceylon cross.
It has the lovely rounded perianth of Mars with Ceylon colouring. The
cup has a wide, nicely serrated rim ranging from red at the edge
toning to orange at the base. The red seems to reflect onto the
perianth. A well balanced flower with good carriage. Does not burn
till old. Aus. Cup, Hobart 1974
... $10.00
KASIA - 3. (113/65). This flower was bred from two numbered seedlings of
ours and was in the Tasmanian Cup team on its first flowering. The
perianth is of bright red at the rim,shading down to deep orange at
the base.
The flower has good carriage on a tall strong stem.
Reserve Grand Champion, Claremont, 1966, Bagdad 1968, Champion
Launceston 1969, Canberra 1972, Hobart 1981, Premier Sth Island N.Z.
1982, 1983.
... $10.00
KRISTIN - 2. (180/66). Seedling 38/59 x Mars. The perianth is deep rich
yellow with large overlapping petals of good qulaity and strong
substance.
The bowl shaped cup is deep, bright red and very
resistant to sunburn. The whole flower is well proportioned and is
carried on a tall stem with good presentation. Tasmanian Cup 1969,
Champion 2A and Reserve Champion Hobart 1970. Bulman Cup 1972,
Australian Cup 1973, Tasmanian Cup 1973, Launceston Cup, Bulman
$5.00
Cup 1974
KUDOS 3 - (139/71). Bilboa a 215/65 (a Dimity seedling). Very good red,
not predominant, only slight edge of orange red, rest of cup orange
yellow. Cup is nicely frilled perianth golden yellow, smooth strong
quality, nicely rounded broad petals. Very good carriage. A neat
and most attractive flower. Launceston Cup 1975. Class 2Y-YYR.
$8.00
MATTARA - 1. (2/70).
Another Tanais x 18/60. A striking flower of good
presentation. Smooth deep yellow well shaped perianth with a narrow
serrated cup toning from reddish orange at the rim and slightly paler
at the base. Does not burn.
$6.00
...
RA - 3. (178/68). Bred from Dimity a Vulcan. This is a very striking red and
yellow 2A as it has inherited the rich deep yellow and bright red of
Vulcan. The perianth has fine major and minor petals of good quality
and strong substance. The fairly deep cup is bright red at the mouth
shading down slightly to the base. The mouth is serrated. A very
tall stem with excellent carriage. Launceston Cup 1973. Champion 2B
Orange, N.S.W., 1977, 1980. Canberra, 1983.
$5.00
RABID - 2. (158/73). Dimity a 65/66.
A well sized flower with a bright
yellow perianth that is almost round. The petals are broad and
shovel shaped.
The orange-red cup is at a right angle to the
perianth, the same colour throughout and resistant to burning. A
most attractive flower that will have success on the show bench.
Class 2Y-RRR.
... $10.00
SANSUI - 2 (Vulcan x Sunpride). The perianth of this flower is a deep golden
yellow of verygood substance.
The cup is yellow at the base
gradually deepening to orange-red. The cup is slightly fluted and
wider at the mouth than the base. A vigorous flower of excellent
$6.00
carriage and consistent. 2Y-YRR.
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SVELTE - 3. (147/77). Blandfordia x Latros. This flower has a smooth saucer
2Y-O
shaped perianth of bright yellow with the petals touching and or
almost touching. The acorn shaped cup is a bright orange to its base
and does not run nto the perianth. Stands well on a strong stem and
is very consistent. 2Y-O.
... $10.00
TWICER - 3. (198/75). True Orbit x Yoone. A large tall flower that is hard
to classify as some blooms are a definite division two and others just
as definite division three. Have classified it as division two, because
of its size and appearance. The perianth is consistently smooth and
similar to its parent Yoone. The acorn shaped cup is bright orange
at its rim, toning to yellow at its base. 2Y-Y00
... $15.00
ZUFRA - 3 (213/67). Bred from a seedling 38/59 on to Vanity. This is a most
striking flower and just misses being an all yellow 2A because of a
tinge of deep orange on the top rim. Apart from that the whole
flower is a rich golden yellow of good substance and quality. It is
carried on a tall stem and has a fine presentation.
...
$2.00
Also available JANZ, BLANDFORDIA

$4.00

LARGE CUPS
(White perianth. coloured cup)
ANYTUS - 1. (15/64). Another Lod x Rowena seedling of good quality. Smooth
white perianth with large flat overlapping minor petals. The trumpet
like cup is lemon and the colour does not run into the perianth.
Inclined to hang its head. 2W-Y.
$6.00
BANDOO - 2. (17/73). Tranquil x Bar None. A bold decorative team flower
which has good substance in the perianth. The flower has every
appearance of a trumpet, but measures division two. The corona is
white at its base merging to a bright lemon at its serrated frill.
Quite vigorous consistent and long lasting.
Champion Launceston 1982. 2W-WYY.
$10.00
CYBELE - 2 (141/68). Bred from Arbar on to seedling 59/60. White perianth of
very good substance with good smooth overlapping minor petals. The
very large expanded cup is deep yellow with a very slight reddish
yellow tinge at the rim which is nicely serrated. The flower has a
good neck and presentation. Bulman Cup 1973, Tas. Cup, Aus. Cup,
Launceston, Bulan 1974, Champion 2B Launceston 1974. Aus. Cup 1975
,
•••
•••
...
$5.00
•••

••

CALLEVA - 2. (180/68). Lod x Maweena. This is an outstanding bi-colour
borderline trumpet. The perianth opens a crystalline white, is flat
with road, shovel shaped minor petals. The trumpet is nicely frilled
and rich golden yellow right to the base. It has marvellous substance.
Is inclined to drop its head when it first opens, but quickly rectifies
this when fully open. Aus. Cup Hobart and Canberra 1977 ... $15.00
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DORUS - 3. (159/66). Yet another Arbar x Jo seedling of excellent quality.
The perianth is pure white and of good quality and substance. The
short expanded cup is serrated with some of the serrations slightly
darker than the rest of the cup. The flower has a very strong short
stiff neck giving it excellent presentation.
Launceston Cup 1968-70,
Canberra 1972, Champion 2B Canberra 1972, Bulman 1974, Tas. Cup
1974, Champion 2B Hobart 1974, 1977, Canberra 1982.
... $10.00
GIDEON - 3. (156/61).
A Sari x Buncrana seedling of striking appearance,
good smooth pure white perianth. Large cup of bright apricot. This
might be a new daffodil colour.
Bagdad Cup 1966. Withdrawn for
increase
$5.00
GRAFFITI - 2-3 (66/77) Challenge x 170/67. A very good round flower with a
pure white perianth, the back petals touching and the front almost
touching, and of good substance.
the cup is flared and although
lobed, does not often catch. It is yellow with the outside third a
fairly defined rim of orange. Very consistent and well presented.
Champion Launceston 1985, 1986
... $25.00
KAY - 2. (45/70). (Arbar a Jo). Signal Light. This flower has a smooth pure
white nicely rounded flat perianth. The cup is broad at the rim
The edge of the rim is a brilliant
which is attractively serrated.
orange red, verging into yellow and green at the base.
A most
spectacular flower with good carriage.
... $10.00
KOALA - 1. (41/70). 195/65. (Signal Light x Jo) x 83/64. A very striking red
and white perianth of good quality and texture. The cup is orange at
base, gradually changing to a deep orangy red at edge. The cup is
wide at the rim and beautifully serrated. Tas. Cup Hobart 1976 ... $5.00
MANTA - 2. (63/72). 128/69 x Bondage. A borderline division three, but have
registered as division two, as with its size it looks a division two.
The flower opens muddy and the cup burns, but if picked early and
taken indoors it matures into very good substance with both sets of
the cup is semi-flattened, bright orange, slightly
petals touching.
deeper at its rim, frilled and has a few white specs scattered around
its rim. A bright flower on a tall strong stem. 2W-O.
$6.00
MATIKA - 3. (96/66). This is one of the many good flowers bred from Signal
Light x Jo. The perianth is pure white and of good quality with
large shovel shaped minor petals. The large bowl like cup is a most
vivid red throughout and is slightly serrated and frilled. The flower
has good presentation with a short neck and strong stem. The plant
is very robust. Champion 2B Claremont 1967, Tasmanian Cup 1969
and 1971
$6.40
TAXATION - 3. (100/74). Rockall x 229/67. A bright attractive flower of
medium size and good contrast. The outer petals are slightly larger
than the inner, but both are smooth and have good substance. The
cup is flared bright orange and just runs into the perianth. A
striking consistent flower. 2W-0.
... $10.00
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TOYA - 2 (144/70). Arbar x Red April. Very striking reddish orange cup
which does not burn.
The cup is wide at the mouth and nicely
serrated. It has a pure white flat perianth, the minor petals perhaps
slightly narrow at the base, but does not detract from its beauty.
Stems 24 inches tall. A striking spectacular flower. Very decorative,
but also of show standard.
$7.00
TRITON - 1. (10/69). Bred from two 2C' s, Killymoon x Filia. Perianth consists
of broad pointed petals with very large overlapping minors of good
quality and substance. The large trumpet like cup of lemon yellow is
expanded and very serrated at the mouth. The whole flower is well
balanced and it is consistent in producing all blooms of show
standard.
Good presentation and tall strong stem. Very free of
increase. Champion 2B Hobart 1975. 2 W-Y.
$6.00
ULTIMA - 2. (52/70). (Arbar x 9/62). A most striking flower. The perianth
is pure white of very good smooth texture. The minor petals are
beautifully rounded and shovel shaped whilst the major petals overlap
at the back. The cup is broad at the rim, attractively serrated of
an orange-red colour which extends right to the base of the cup.
Carriage is excellent and all blooms are consistently good. Highly
recommended. One of the best of its class that we have raised.
Champion Launceston 1982-83. Class 2W-RRR.
... $10.00
LARGE CUPS
(All White)
CENA - 2. (61/67). Green Valley x Filia. A pure white flower with smooth
well balanced perianth.
The large cup is slightly expanded and
serrated at the mouth with a green throat. Has excellent substance,
a sort neck on a tall stem. Claremont and Tasmanian Cups 1969,
Canberra 1972
$5.00
DELMONT - 3.4 (146/70). 52/64. (Empress of Ireland z Ammon) z Rashee.
The perianth is a chrystalline white of very, very good substance.
Minor petals are very broad and the major overlap at the back. It
has a rolled, frilled cup not very serrated. Comes out cream on
opening, but very quickly whitens. It has a greenish cream eye in
the throat. Strong vigorous grower. All blooms consistently good.
... $10.00
ILURA - 4. (163/70). Empress of Ireland z 80/60. A large bold flower with
beautifully rounded perianth of touching and amost touching smooth,
sparkling white petals. The cup is nicely flared, yellow in the eye
and with a faint cream rim. The bloom stands well on a strong
... $12.00
stem
IMMACULATE - 3. (167/71). 107/62 z 229/62. The most perfect 2C we have
bred. Perianth and cup are pure white on opening. The perianth is
perhaps slightly companulate, but so beautifully rounded and broad in
the petals that it has marvellous appeal. The cup has a green eye
Whole flower is beautifully balanced.
nicely serrated at the edge.
Strong grower, short neck. All blooms show blooms.
Champion Launceston 1980.
... $20.00
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INGLE - 2.3. (225/75). Arctic Doric x Challa. Has a nice rounded perianth with
both sets of petals of equal size and shovel shaped.
The cup is
straight with a slight flare. Stands well.
... $12.00
KIALOA - 2. (29/74). 15/65 z Mercedes. A borderline large cup with good
substance, smoothness and form. A similar flower to Mercedes, but
with better carriage.
The cup opens creamish but whitens as it
develops
... $10.00
LOOPHOLE - 3. (33/75). 200/68 z Saroya. An early flower for this division
that has the appearance of a trumpet but easily measures large cup.
The perianth is of good shape and smooth.
The cup is narrow
slightly flared with just a touch of a frill. Champion Launceston
1984.
... $16.00
RHAPSODY - 2. (96/67). Filla z Green Valley. This is a striking flower of
chrystalline whiteness and it has inherited the best qualities of both
parents. The perianth has large overlapping petals of the best quality
and strongest substance.
The nicely balanced cup has a slightly
flanged and serrated mouth and has an attractive green tinge in the
base. The flower is carried on a strong stem with a short stiff neck.
Tasmanian Cup Hobart 1972, Bulman Cup 1972, Tas. Cup 1974... $6.00
SALACIA - 2. (4/68). Bred from Empress of Ireland on to seedling 74/68. This
is an early 2C of very good quality. The pure white perianth of very
strong sbstance and has large shovel shaped overlapping petals. The
green throated large cup is expanded at the mouth, serrated and
slightly rolled. The flower has a short stiff neck, a strong stem and
good presentation. Tas. Cup, Launceston and Bulman Cups 1974.
Champion Launceston 1975, Hobart 1982.
$6.00
THISBE - 3. (118/70). Empress of Ireland z 12/62. (Snowfall z Jonningham).
Perianth pure white with broad shovel shaped minor petals, major
Large cup is
petals very overlapped at back.
Strong substance.
greenish yellow at base, not very serrated but slightly rolled at rim.
Flower at right angles to stem. Vigorous. All blooms consistently
good. Grand Champion Launceston 1980
... $13.00
WHO'S WHO - 2-3 (240/74) Rhapsody z 159/70. A vigorous flower with a
glistening triangular perianth, the petals slightly pointed. The cup is
straight with a flange and only a hint of a frill. It has a very green
eye, is even, smooth and consistent. Stands well
... $20.00
LARGE CUPS
(White perianth, pink cup)
CRISIS - 2 (18/73) Veran z Solinus. An early large pale pink flower which
may be useful for early shows. It stands well and has a good perianth
$5.00
with the back petals touching
...
CRYPTIC - 3. (268/76). Verran z Salome. A nice pastel pink with the typical
The cup is in proportion with a smooth roll. It
Verran perianth.
opens as a Division 2 but the cup can grow until it is a borderline
$15.00
trumpet. The flower stands well and is very consistent
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FORTE - 2.3 (58/78) Verran x Tim. A slightly smaller flower of bright
contrast and one of our deepest pink colouring. The petals are
shovel shaped with the back petals touching. Champion Hobart 1985.
... $11.50
OBSESSION - 3. (188/76). Another of the prolific Verran z Cathlin cross, and in
my opinion the best. It may be slightly later and smaller than Vahu,
but is more consistent in that it rarely nicks. It has a very rounded
perianth with the major petals touching and the minor almost
touching. The cup is a fairly deep pastel pink and is slightly serrated
Multiplies well and is very very consistent, with
at its mouth.
every bloom a show bloom. Grand Champion, Launceston 1981
... $50.00
PINK - SILHOUETTE - 3. (200/69). This flower is bred from Verran x Egina
and is the best late flowering pink in the garden. The perianth is
snow white and of excellent qualiy, substance and smoothness. Unlike
Verran the perianth is quite flat. The rich pink large cup broadens
slightly towards the mouth which is very slightly rolled and nicely
frilled. The flower is carried on a tall strong stem with a very
short stiff neck neck that gives it excellent presentation. It is a
very regular grower as each flower is of show standard. Grand
Champion Whitemore Premier Pink N.Z. National 1977. Champion
Orange, 1980
... $25.00
VAHU - 1. (30/70). Verran a Cathlin. An early pink of outstanding quality.
The perianth has excellent substance, but is inclined to catch on the
cup and nick. Stands tall on strong stem with good carriage and is a
proven parent. Has won too many show awards to list.
Premier Spring World '84. Few to go
... $40.00
VALDIS - 1. (8/70). C.E. Radcliffe x Remis. This is a borderline trumpet and
has all the characteristics of one, so should be useful for breeding.
The cup is a very deep pink widening at the rim which is very
serrated and rolled. The white perianth has broad shovel shaped
petals and the flower has a bold appearance which should add to its
show bench form
...
$5.00
Nice flat white perianth of good
VALUE - 3. (189/70). Verran x Kuprina.
substance. Minor petals are wide and shovel shaped, majors overlap
at the back. The cup is green at base with a deep pink glow. It has
a slightly rolled very serrated frill which does not seem to nick the
perianth. A deeper pink than its parent Verran. Strong grower.
... $10.00
Very, very consistent
VAMP - 3. (163/73). Verran x 176/66. A Verran seedling much like its parent
in colour, shape,texture and balance. It stands well on a good strong
stem. The trumpet is well balanced with a slightly flared rim and a
green eye. it is almost a trumpet with a cup measuring 41 mm and
the perianth just over 41 mm. Champion Orange 1981
... $10.00
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VANDYKE - 3. (105/72). 64/63. (Ross x Philo) x 22/58. (A Bisdee sdlg x
This flower has a pure white chrystalline perianth with very broad
rounded minor petals, the major petals overlapping at the back. The
large trumpet shaped cup is widely flanged at the rim and
attractively serrated. The botom of the cup is narrower than the
rim which adds to the good balance of the flower. It has a strong
...
neck with good carriage. Very consistent.
... $12.00
VARLET - 3. (162/73). (Verran x 176/66). Another Verran seedling much like
its parent with the petals perhaps marginally not quite as broad, but
of even smoother substance. The corona is similar to Verran, slightly
flared of delicate pink with a green eye. It has excellent carriage
on a strong stem. Withdrawn for increase
...
... $15.00
VITAL - 3. (191/71). Verran x Cathlin. A borderline trumpet. Very broad
minor petals. Very large frilled cup, but perianth is so large and
round that it does not dwarf cup. Cup has a yellow ring in centre,
but outside is a deep pink. Rim of cup is nicely serrated with a
$7.00
wide roll
VIVACIOUS - 2. (159/71). C.E. Radcliffe x Remis. Pure white perianth of good
smooth substance with broad minor petals and overlapping at the
back. The cup is green at the base then a delicate shade of pink,
slightly deeper in colour at the rim which is nicely rolled and
serrated. It has very good carriage and is a most consistent flower
... $15.00
VOLTAGE - 1. (22/74). 22/74 x Verran. One of our earliest pinks which is
rather similar to its parent Verran, but a deeper pink in the cup.
Withdrawn for
The cup is slightly rolled and nicely serrated.
... $10.00
increase.
$5.00
Also available VECTIS
• ••

• ••

• ••

• • •

Class 3A - SMALL CUPS
(Coloured perianth, coloured cup)
NO-WAY - 2. (123/77). Riffs x Kopi. A very round smooth flower that is early
for this division. The major petals are rounded and almost touching,
the minor are rounded and slightly smaller. The cup is straight and a
deep orange to its base. Has a good stem and stance.
... $20.00
Champion Launceston 1983, 1984. 3 Y-O.
This
has
been
bred
from
two
numbered
TIA - 1.2 (120/71). 101/65x 152/65.
seedlings one of which was bred from Dimity. It has a much larger
form than Dimity and better colour in the perianth which is a rich
golden yellow. The cup is nicely frilled and intense red throughout.
Has the appearance of a class 2 but careful
Does not burn.
measurements show Cup 15, per 50mm. Class 3A-RRR (Sometimes
... $15.00
Measure Class 2). ...
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Class 3B - SMALL CUPS
(White perianth, coloured cup)
CHALLENGE - 1.2. (151/70). 239/65 a Signal Light. The best of its class I have
seen. It has a very rounded pure white flat perianth of smooth good
substance. Cup is flattish, very serrated and bright red throughout.
All blooms show blooms. Has appearance of class two, but measures
Cup 15 mm per 48 mm. Sunproof. Champion 3B Launceston 1975,
1978, 1980. International Cup N.Z. 1976.
... $20.00
Class 3W-RRR. Canberra 1979
...
CHASTA - 2. (139/69). 79/60 a Arbar. Pure white, smooth flat perianth. The
small white cup has a pinkish red, very serrated narrow rim and a
it has a very good carriage and a tall stem.
green throat.
Champion Small Cup Hobart 1977.
$3.00
EPONA - 3. (66/72). 79/65 a 87/63. White perianth of good substance with
spectacular flat deep red cup right from the rim to the base to the
flower.
Nicely serrated and frilled. Good carriage and appearance,
strong grower. 3W-0
... $20.00
HARTZ - 4. (243/75). City Lights x 227/67. A striking flower of great contrast
with a bright orange cup againsta pure white perianth. The perianth
is triangular and of good solid substance. Stands well on a long stem
... $20.00
3W-0.
ICON - 2. (117/70). Arbar a 67/79. (Jo x Capella).
Cup 10 mm per 42 mm. Perianth pure white of good substance with
overlapping major and minor petals. A well rounded flower. Cup is
green at base then orange yellow with a red rim. Rather flat in
shape and nicely frilled. Carriage and presentation good and strong
grower. Class 3W-YYR. Champion Canberra 1982
$5.00
MEDIA - 3. (112/67). Arbar a Jo. Pure white perianth of good quality and
substance. The expanded cup is deep orange at the base, shading out
to a- inch rim of red. It is nicely serrated and well balanced. The
flower has good presentation and is carried on a stall stem.
Grand Champion Canberra 1977 ...
$7.00
REKUNA - 3. (128/69). 208/65 a Arbar. Another Arbar seedling. The white
perianth has large minor broad overlapping petals.
A very frilled
small cup, red not predominant. Neat red frill on the yellow cup and
green throat. Very strong tall stem with flower at right angles to
the stem. Excellent presentation and consistent. 3W-YYR
$6.00
TARDUS - 4. (226/75). 186/70 x Verona. A nice division three white yellow,
not predominant which is unfortunately too late for Tasmanian shows.
It has a beautifully rounded, smooth perianth of good substance. The
small expanding cup has a rim of yellow on its outer edge. Would be
priced much higher if it flowered earlier. 3W-W WY.
$8.00
TIMELY - 3. (177/70). Arbar a 168/61. Very pure sparkling white perianth of
very solid substance, cup 12 mm per 44 mm. the cup is greenish
yellow at the base verging into yellow then orange red at the rim.
The flat shaped cup is prettily serrated. A prolific strong grower.
Carriage improves on opening and it has a good
Short neck.
$5.00
•••
•••
presentation. 3W-YYR.
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VODA - 2. (62/64). Arbar x Kin.
White perianth with good overlapping
segments. Bright orange-red cup with a darker rim. The flower has
good substance and is carried on a tall stem.
$7.00
Class 3W-W SMALL CUPS
(White perianth and corona)
BEHOLD - 3. (111/74). Romney x Placid. A hard flower to classify as it
opens with a lemon coloured cup that soon fades to white. The
outer petals are almost round, the inner shovel shaped, of good
substance and glistening white. The cup is flared and frilled. Stands
well on the longest stem in our garden.
Champion W.A.D.S., 1983
... $10.00
CLASS 4 - DOUBLES
CHIOS - 2. A large pale pink and white double on a good,
...
tall stiff stem.

...

$10.00

DOUBLE UN-NAMED - 3. (78/64) x Mrs. W. Copeland. Double row of white
petals in perianth. Heavy double cream centre interspread with
$3.00
cream petaloids of pleasing appearance.
FOIBLE - 1. (34/72). Chimeon x Lawali. An attractive white and pale yellow
double with just a tinge of pink on the yellow petaloids. It has a
$8.00
strong stem of medium length and stands well. 4W-YWY.
NITWIT - 3. (190/71). Chimeon x Lawali. A pink semi almost double with a
white perianth, pink and white petaloids. 4W-PWP
$8.00
PINK BLUSH - 1. Lawali x 72/61. This is not a large double approx. 31- in.
across base of perianth but it has lovely form and very consistent.
The perianth is pure white, nicely rounded, and the centre is a
tightly packed mass of salmon pink fluted petals interspersed with
prominent white petaloids. The flower has excellent carriage for a
double. Flowered late August. Launceston Cup 1970, Canberra 1972,
Hobart 1973 and N.Z. 1976.
Class 4W-PP.
... $30.00
A large cream double of a delicate lemon centre
PRIMROSE CREAM - 1.
$6.00
interspread with cream petaloids.
TWILLO - 2. (28/78). Mt. Somers. A very full double that is hard to describe
4w-ywy as the petaloids fade from a pale yellow to an almost white. The
stem is of reasonable length but inclined to curve with the weight of
the wet flower head
$9.00
195/75 - 3. A semi-double that has a white perianth, a trumpet shaped corona
jammed full of yellow and white petaloids.
$5.00
120/74 - 2. An early, full, cream double. ...
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$6.00

Why not
join the ...
TASMANIAN DAFFODIL COUNCIL
Send $6.00 membership to:
Dr. MIKE TEMPLE-SMITH
57 Cormiston Road, Riverside,
Launceston, Tasmania, 7250
Quarterly Newsletter, good reading.

jultsof$' Oaffomblit
David and Robin Jackson

P.O. Box 77, Geeveston, Tasmania, 7116
Phone: (002) 976203
BULBS
will be available February and March
MONEY WITH ORDER

MIXED BULBS

$3.00 per TEN
$12.50 per FIFTY
$25.00 per HUNDRED
(plus postage)

SELECTED BULBS

$6.00 per TEN
(plus postage)

NOVICE EXHIBITOR'S
COLLECTION VARIETIES
(Once only)

$25.00 for TEN NAMED
(plus postage)

